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What is the “hypothetical family
approach?”
y “The hypothetical family approach … estimates marginal tax rates

for hypothetical families varying in characteristics such as household
composition, household income, state of residence, and program
receipt. [It]answers questions such as: ‘What is the marginal tax rate
for a single parent household with two children earning $20,000, in
Colorado, assuming that they receive a given set of benefits for which
they are eligible?”‘This approach uses program rules to compute
marginal tax rates for each ‘hypothetical family.”’ 1
y The National Center for Children in Poverty (NCCP)
employs this approach for an online tool, the Family
Resource Simulator (FRS), for measuring the potential
impacts of safety net policies on low-income families.
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The Family Resource Simulator (FRS)
y An online tool that analyzes the individual and

combined impacts of safety net polices and
potential policy changes on low-income families.
y Updated state by state.
y The tool can help states develop effective
policies for supporting low-income families.

y It has been used by advocates, policymakers, and

program administrators to model state and federal
rules for all major benefit programs. It can show
the impact of marginal tax rates and benefit cliffs at
an individual family level.

y The public-facing FRS is freely available for
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public use at www.nccp.org/tools/frs.

The Family Resource Simulator (FRS)
y The last complete update was for DC, for 2017 policies
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and basic expenses. In this presentation, we will discuss
some data generated from this update.
y It is currently being expanded to include basic expenses
and policies as of 2019 in Allegheny County, PA,
Tompkins County, NY, and Kentucky.
y The Pennsylvania tool is being completed through a
collaborative process with Allegheny County DHS.
Findings discussed in this presentation represent initial
findings based on expense and policy formulas still in
progress.
y In this presentation, we will explore the potential impact
of a proposed rule change to remove broad-based
categorial eligibility criteria in the SNAP program.

Basic terms and considerations
y Net resources = wage income + cash assistance + SNAP

– expenses, inclusive of subsidies that reduce expenses
y Marginal tax rate from $A to $B ($B>$A) :
y 1-((net resources at $B – net resources at $A)/($B-$A))

y Benefit cliffs: instances when net resources decline due

to marginal increases in income, meaning that a family
experiences a marginal tax rate exceeding 100%.
y Negative values for net resources occur when family’s
basic expenses outweigh its total resources. (When net
resources are negative, families will need to either cut
back on expenses below standard levels, use up savings,
or go into debt.)
y Detailed methodology of the 2017 DC FRS is available
online in a technical manual.
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www.nccp.org/tools/frs
y Below is what users see at the FRS landing screen. Choosing the state

and county is the first of eight steps the FRS asks to generate output.
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Family Resource Simulator, Steps 2-7
y Step 2: Family: single or 2-parent family, ages of the parent(s), the number and
y

y

y

y

y
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ages of children, and (as of 2017) whether any parents have disabilities.
Step 3: Income & Assets: Starting wage rate for parent(s), amounts for family
savings, the value of the family’s vehicles, and debt, child support, income, and
(beginning in 2017) questions about work schedules.
Step 4: Work Supports: Users select each public benefit, or work support, the
modeled family will receive when eligible. We look more closely at Step 4 in the
following slide.
Step 5: Child Care: Users select a child care setting to estimate costs for each
child, or can opt to enter their own cost estimates. Defaults are 75th percentile of
market rates.
Step 6: Health Insurance: Users select cost of premiums for employer health
insurance or marketplace insurance when the family is not covered by Medicaid.
Defaults for employer plans are based on MEPS data, while defaults for marketplace
plans are premiums for Second Lowest Cost Silver Plans. Users can also enter
additional out-of-pocket medical costs.
Step 7: Other Expenses: Users enter or select costs for rent, utilities, food, and
transportation. Default costs are HUD Fair Market Rents, USDA Low-Cost Food
Plans, and either local public transportation costs or federal standard mileage and
cost-per-mile rates.

Users select
which
benefits the
family
receives
when
eligible.
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Step 8: Output and Graphs
y The online tool can generate a simple, visual representation of

where benefit cliffs lie for the hypothetical family. The below
graphic is from a single-parent family of 3 living in DC in 2017.

Loses child Medicaid
Loses free school lunches
Loses CCDF
Loses adult Medicaid
Combination of rising trans & CC costs, &
reduced TANF, SNAP, Fed EITC, & DC EITC
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More
graphs,
same
family:
Same child benefit
cliff on previous
slide. While
categorical
eligibility extends
the income range
that families
receive benefits, it
also exacerbates
benefit cliffs when
families lose
Medicaid.
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Marginal tax rates – DC 2017 example
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Pittsburgh FRS 2019: Net Resources
y 1-parent family of 2 children ages 2 & 6 receiving child

support, SNAP, Medicaid/CHIP, federal tax credits, free &
reduced price meals, and WIC:
Loses CHIP eligibility
Additional childcare costs
outweigh income gains
Impact
of ending
BBCE
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CHIP premiums begin
Loses adult Medicaid
Loses SNAP

Loses WIC

Pittsburgh 2019: Marginal Tax Rates
Impact of ending BBCE
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Advantages of the hypothetical family
approach
y No privacy concerns, as no data from actual families are
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used.
y Codes can be adapted to model ideal/optimal
application of program rules.
y Can potentially be used to inform individual family
decision-making (e.g. case managers helping clients)
y Can capture rare (potentially marginalized) family
situations not significantly represented in publicly
available microdata.
y Can capture differences in costs of living for smaller
geographies than models using survey-based microdata
can capture
y Updates not contingent on schedules of microdata
releases.

Disadvantages of the hypothetical
family approach
y Typically used to model only one family at one time.
y Unless merged with microdata, cost-benefit analysis not
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possible.
y Can tend toward oversimplification / too many
assumptions.
y Typically defaults toward assuming family income and
family characteristics are consistent from week to week,
with little volatility.
y Typically defaults toward optimal program usage on the
part of families, when in reality families may not use
programs optimally. (This can also be an advantage.)

Downloadable data:
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Brief History of the FRS
y The FRS was begun in 2004 by the National Center for Children

y

y
y

y
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in Poverty (NCCP), through funding from the Annie E. Casey
Foundation.
Originally developed to analyze state-level policies following the
passage of The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA), including how some
policies lead to “benefit cliffs.”
Since then, the FRS has been updated for specific states and years,
with the most recent update in DC in 2018.
Since inception, NCCP has worked with state governments and
other stakeholders to expand the coverage of the FRS to 26
states.
NCCP is currently working on upcoming FRS expansions in KY
and NH, and an ASPE-funded project to develop similar tools for
use directly by case managers and families.

THANK YOU!
For more information, or for answers to any questions, please
contact any of the following NCCP staff working on the FRS:
Seth Hartig
Project Director / Senior Research Associate
hartig@nccp.org
Suma Setty
Senior Research Associate
setty@nccp.org
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Heather Koball
Co-Director, NCCP
koball@nccp.org

